
AN OVERVIEW OF THE MOST SERIOUS DISEASES THAT PLAGUES THE

WORLD TODAY

Data from the World Health Organization reveals the world's biggest killers around the world have led to a surge of new
diseases that plague.

But it left the global population decimatedâ€”with a mortality rate as high as one in five and an estimated
one-third of the world population afflicted, as many as 50 million people are believed to have died. That was
surely the case for the HIV illustration. This causes bubonic plague or less commonly, septicaemic plague.
Since the beginning of the s, a sharp rise in the number of human plague cases has been observed Figure 1.
Killing rodents before vectors will cause the fleas to jump to new hosts, this is to be avoided. Half a million
under-fives died in due to diarrhoea Diarrhoeal diseases are most common in low-income countries, with poor
access to clean water being at blame for the majority of cases. Plague is transmitted between animals and
humans by the bite of infected fleas, direct contact with infected tissues, and inhalation of infected respiratory
droplets. People at risk Travellers in rural areas of a place where plague occurs may be at risk, particularly if
camping or hunting or if contact with rodents takes place. Today, most people survive plague with rapid
diagnosis and antibiotic treatment. Septicemic plague: Fever, chills, extreme weakness, abdominal pain,
shock, and possibly bleeding into the skin and other organs. Treatment is continued for several weeks after
fever resolves. Plague usually occurs in wild rats, but humans can get infected from flea bites. Antibiotic
treatment is effective against plague bacteria, so early diagnosis and early treatment can save lives. Image
credit: CDC Cholera causes acute diarrhea and, if left untreated, a severe infection can kill within hours.
Arguably the most infamous plague outbreak was the so-called Black Death , a multi-century pandemic that
swept through Asia and Europe. About  In rare cases, plague can cause meningitis, an inflammation of
membranes that surround your spinal cord and brain. African nations such as Angola, Somalia and Chad bear
the brunt - with Angola seeing 24, under fives dying from diarrhoea in , or 23 in every 1, live births. Disabling
the pump ended the outbreak almost immediately, in a poignant example of an early, effective public health
intervention. Infamous plagues Three particularly well-known pandemics occurred before the cause of plague
was discovered. The pandemic caused roughly 10 million deaths. This chapter contains a brief overview of
plague today current foci, epidemiology, clinical symptoms, causative agent, treatment, and prophylaxis , as
seen from the viewpoint of the medical and scientific community. Bubonic plague is the most common form
and is characterized by painful swollen lymph nodes or 'buboes'. How it is diagnosed Plague can be diagnosed
in the laboratory, using a blood sample, pus from a bubo bubonic form or sputum pneumonic form to find the
bacteria that cause plague.


